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Late Spring 2020:  
Anime and Manga -  

The History, Influence, and Culture 
Mondays & Thursdays, 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

12 Virtual Classroom Meetings 
April 20, 23, 27, 30, May 4, 7, 11, 14, 18, 21, 25, 28, 2020 

 

REGISTER TODAY! 
 

 Classes will be held online using Zoom. Training materials will be provided to 

assist students in navigating these systems. 

 Tuition is $325.00 for the course, payable via credit card on the PBS web site. 
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PBS Adult Education classes are taught using various instructional                

methods tailored to the specific needs of adult learners. Students will be            

encouraged to develop critical thinking, research and study skills, and utilize 

technology for learning and collaboration. All students benefit from being en-

gaged with interesting material and collaborating with other students.  

Anime is an animation style that originated in Japan and 

Manga is the Japanese word for “comics” or “whimsical 

images”. 
 

In this virtual online course we will be discussing the 

history, influence and culture of Anime and Manga. 

Students will take a “ deep dive” into Anime & Manga and discuss how 

they have expanded into the western culture. Topics will range from 

cosplaying to the history that had started this movement...and beyond!  
 

Classes will involve discussions and group activities. Students will have the 

opportunity to create their own hero and storyline during the course of 

the semester.  

Anime and Manga: The History, Influence, and Culture 

Vincent Gamboni is the instructor. Since Vince was in middle 
school and Dragon Ball Z was popular, he has been immersed 
in the anime/manga culture. Throughout the years, Vince has 
expanded his taste to other shows and comics such as D. Gray 
Man, Death Note, Fairy Tale, Trigun, Tokyo Ghoul, Full metal 
Alchemist and much more. He enjoys going to events such as 
Comic-Con and other conventions,  where he gets to dress up 
as some of his favorite characters from the anime world. 
Vince has been researching and participating in the world of 
anime and Japanese culture for years and is excited to be 

sharing his passion and learning from the students. And having fun in the process!  

Meet the Instructor 


